MARKETS

FRUITS FOR BAY SPoil

daily transportation of california fruits causes local merchants to sustain loss

first sheep trailed

see Tuna. Three Cents a head in cross fireacas observance — erroneous protest.

The case arrived from San Francisco yesterday, after having been out two

the bar till day Tuesday waiting for the fog to lift. The vessel left san Francisco harbor with a shipment of fruits and vegetables for the local market taken from the

runner N. P. Pratt. Owing to the delay in reaching Cross Bay it was

impossible, entailing a loss to local growers of approximately $50. Possibly the biggest individual loss was

that sustained by F. R. Bowers, placed at $156. The majority of the fruit shipments were a local loss.

first sheep

predictions. One. The first load of sheep to be trailed across the reservation since the government imposed limit for crossing is now being drifted across the land belonging to

los oli to essentially 3,940 young sheep and 2,080 lambs, is crossing. A toll of 5 cents per head is required for sheep crossing the reserve, and aside from that the sheep

lands has to give a bond for damages and pay an Indian policeman to act in pursuit. The expense to Mr. Oliver will be in the neighborhood of $10.

Aside from the Census lands nearly all of the sheep were driven across the reservation, and the first load of sheep that is being drifted for the reservation is now being driven to town.

The enclosure held that the till of a cattle or sheep is all we need; but it is understood that the government will change its policy in that regard.

OREGON CITY IS DRY ON SUNDAY

By Request of Mayor Canfield Solomon Oversees Saloon—Saloon Looks Like It

Oregon City—Provincial to the order of Mayor Canfield, relative to the closing of the saloons in this city on Sunday, which were issued last Friday afternoon, every saloon reser-

vant was closed, and not a drink was by to be had at any price. At present 12 o'clock Saturday night every saloon keeper in the city closed the doors and the city slept sound.

The closing action on the O. D. is now was much smaller than usual, only a few of these places remaining open, after leaving the situation turned back to find other places more to their liking. Not an armed was made Saturday night, something

used reason for this city, and order signed from the time the saloons were closed. Several of the

neighbors was not present, and to take the

law was good-natured, only one of the

employing any tending toward the saloons. In the afternoon several of the citizens left for other places

reach to avoid the noise in Portland. A small went to The Oak to catch a rest and refreshable place, some of the Oregonian states has caused the American government to disband the order Milwaukee to that locality.

GREATEST MILLINERY SALE

EVER HELD ON COOD BAY

Will be commenced Wednesday, June 29th. Dozens of elegantly trimmed hats will be sold at a

office at Mrs. A. G. Allen's

Sirena Cigars Solid Comfort

The Modern Company

Successors to Bradly & Traver

Marshfield, Oregon

A piece of printing matter without personality is like a man with a diseased brain.

It Can't Convince.

The only way to obtain "personality printing" is to employ a printer whose service is made up just

as much with brains as technical ability.

Among printers of "personality printing" stands the

The Coos Bay Times Printing Co.

We are anxious to get in touch with you and make you a figure on that piece of printing you are contemplating having done.

Call Up Phone 1331